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Abstract. We present a new numerical method to approximate the solutions of an
Euler-Poisson model, which is inherent to astrophysical flows where gravity plays an
important role. We propose a discretization of gravity which ensures adequate cou-
pling of the Poisson and Euler equations, paying particular attention to the gravity
source term involved in the latter equations. In order to approximate this source term,
its discretization is introduced into the approximate Riemann solver used for the Eu-
ler equations. A relaxation scheme is involved and its robustness is established. The
method has been implemented in the software HERACLES [29] and several numerical
experiments involving gravitational flows for astrophysics highlight the scheme.
Key words: Euler-Poisson equations, approximate Riemann solver, relaxation scheme, source
terms, gravitational effects.
1 Introduction
The present paper is devoted to the numerical approximation of the Euler equations
when gravitational effects are taken into account. The associated solutions are governed
by an Euler-Poisson model, given by the following system of partial differential equa-
tions (PDEs): 

∂tρ + ∇·(ρu) = 0,
∂t (ρu) + ∇·(ρu⊗u+p) = −ρ∇φ,
∂t (ρE) + ∇·((ρE+p)u) = −ρu·∇φ,
∆φ=4πGρ,
(1.1)
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2where ρ> 0 is the density, u∈Rd the velocity, and E the specific energy. The integer d
refers to the space dimension. The thermodynamic pressure p is assumed to be governed
by an equation of state
p := p(ρ,ǫ),
where ǫ= E−|u|2/2 represents the specific internal energy. As usual (see [28, 49]), the
pressure law is assumed to satisfy
∂ρp(ρ,ǫ)+
p(ρ,ǫ)
ρ2
∂ǫp(ρ,ǫ)>0.
Here, G≈ 6.67×10−11m3kg−1s−2 is the gravitational constant. The gravitational po-
tential φ is always a smooth function since it is the solution of the Laplace equation. For
the sake of notation simplicity, the system is rewritten in compact form as
{
∂tW+∇·F(W)+B(W)∇φ=0,
∆φ=4πGρ,
(1.2)
with
W=(ρ,ρu,ρE)T ,
F(W)=(ρu,ρu⊗u+p,(ρE+p)u)T ,
B(W)=ρ


0Td
Id
uT

,
(1.3)
where 0d=(0,...,0)
T is the null vector in Rd and Id is an identity matrix of dimension d.
As usual,W :Rd×R+→Ωd is the state vector and F :Ωd→R2+d is the flux function. Here,
B :Ωd→R2+d×Rd represents the gravitational contribution when multiplied by∇φ. The
convex set Ωd of the admissible state vectors is defined by
Ωd=
{
W∈R2+d; ρ>0, u∈Rd, ǫ=E− |u|
2
2
>0
}
. (1.4)
System (1.2) is completed with appropriate initial and boundary conditions that de-
pend on the problem being considered, as will be seen in Section 5. Nevertheless, we
note that in the field of astrophysics, it is common to find isolated boundary conditions
for the potential φ, i.e., the potential is then approximated by a multipolar development
of the mass distribution at the boundary (see [33]). For the initial data, we define
W(x,0)=W0(x), φ(x,0)=φ0(x), (1.5)
where the functions W0(x) and φ0(x) are chosen according to the specific physical set-
tings of the problem addressed.
3The Euler-Poisson model is certainly one of the most commonly used fluid models
in plasma physics. However, simulations of plasma flows are not the purpose of the
presentwork andwill not be discussed in detail. We brieflywish to note that an abundant
literature is devoted to the Euler-Poisson problem in plasmas (for instance, see [20–25,
39, 40]). The equations are used to describe ions and electrons flows, which are usually
highly dynamic. A particular issue resides in the quasi-neutral limit (equality of the ion
and electron densities) where the Poisson equation becomes singular. The derivation
of efficient numerical schemes in this limit is a complex task. In fact, the space and time
scales of the solution tend toward zero, leading to severe consistency and stability criteria.
In order to overcome this difficulty, Degond et al. [20, 21, 23, 24] (see also [22]) proposed
a reformulation of the Poisson equation which is not singular in the quasi-neutral limit.
The resulting numerical scheme resolves successfully all the plasma regimes, which is
particularly attractive when different regimes are present in a single domain.
However, in the field of astrophysical flows and fluid dynamics, the Poisson equation
never bears singularities. The main challenge consists in discretizing the gravitational
effects governed by B(W)∇φ. In fact, in the limit of a steady flow, the first three equations
of system (1.1) give 

∇·(ρu) = 0,
∇·(ρu⊗u+p) = −ρ∇φ,
∇·((ρE+p)u) = −ρu·∇φ.
(1.6)
The main difficulty then resides in the design of a numerical scheme that preserves
this asymptotic regime accurately. To address this issue, particular attentionmust be paid
to the gravitational effects B(W)∇φ.
We now focus on system (1.2). We use an operator splitting approach (Yanenko split-
ting, first-order, or Strang splitting, second-order accurate), and in the context of the first-
order decomposition, equation (1.2) is solved in two steps. First, we restrict our attention
to the system
∂tW+∇·F(W)+B(W)∇φ=0, (1.7)
whereW∈Ωd is the unknown vector and the gravitational potential φ is an a priori given
function. Equation (1.7) is in nonconservative form and the method used to solve it will
be discussed later. Once the solution has been found, the second step consists in using
the first component ofW, i.e., ρ, to solve the Poisson equation
∆φ=4πGρ, (1.8)
by means of a classical second-order finite difference approach. The operator splitting
approach allows to decompose (1.2) into two subproblems and treat equations (1.7) and
(1.8) individually, which are hyperbolic and elliptic, respectively.
Several numerical strategies can be adopted in view of solving (1.7). The first idea [37]
is to decompose the solution into a hydrostatic steady part governed by system (1.6), and
an acoustic dynamic part governed by the Euler equations without source terms. Clas-
sical Godunov-type based numerical schemes can be used to approximate the acoustic
4dynamic part. Unfortunately, this strategy tends to become much too complex in 3D or
when a complete implicit formulation is required because of system (1.6) resolution.
The second idea is to construct a Godunov-type solver that takes into account the
gravitational effects. A full conservative reformulation of (1.7) proposed in another con-
text [3] (see also Chieze [18]) could be used. Indeed, the authors introduce the specific
energy, denoted Eφ=E+φ, to rewrite (1.7) in the following conservative form:

∂t(ρ) + ∇·(ρu) = 0,
∂t(ρu) + ∇·
(
ρu⊗u+p+ ∇φ⊗∇φ8πG
)
= 0,
∂t
(
ρEφ+
|∇φ|2
8πG
)
+ ∇·
(
ρEφu− ∇φ∂tφ4πG
)
= 0.
Despite the conservation form, the nonlinearities involved in the differential operators
make this approach of little interest from a scientific computing point of view.
Another approach comes from the work of Greenberg et al. [30, 31] where the poten-
tial form of the source term is used with some benefits to derive well-balanced schemes.
Such a numerical procedure has been widely improved in the literature (for instance,
see [13, 26, 27, 34, 41] for the shallow-water equations, [10] in the framework of radia-
tive transfer or [2] for extensions of the Kerr-Debye model), and constitutes a relevant
alternative to discretize (1.7). However, the nonlinear Riemann problem involved by this
approach is too sophisticated in the present framework to be directly considered. Hence,
the extension of this technique to the present context is obtained by involving a relax-
ation scheme. This relaxation technique is adopted to introduce relevant linearizations
and thus derive a Suliciu-type relaxation solver for the Euler-Poisson system. From now
on, we note that the obtained scheme is not well-balanced in the sense of [30, 31], but the
steady states will be approximated with a better accuracy than with standard fractional
step splitting approaches.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we exhibit a relevant relax-
ation model to approximate the solutions of the system under consideration. One of the
benefits of the proposed relaxation model is that it ensures a strong coupling between
the Euler equations and the gravitational potential. The details of the Riemann solution
associated with the homogeneous relaxation model are presented in Section 3. Section
4 is then devoted to the derivation of the relaxation scheme. Several numerical tests are
presented and discussed in Section 5. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
2 1-D relaxation model
We now consider the numerical approximation of system (1.7). For simplicity, the de-
velopments are proposed considering the 1-D model. The system can thus be written
as 

∂tρ + ∂x (ρu) = 0,
∂t(ρu) + ∂x(ρu2+p) + ρ∂xφ = 0,
∂t(ρE) + ∂x((ρE+p)u) + ρu∂xφ = 0,
(2.1)
5where φ is an a priori given function, solution to the Poisson equation (1.8). With the
definition ofW, F and B given by (1.3), we write the system under the form
∂tW+∂xF(W)+B(W)∂xφ=0, (2.2)
and the 1-D state vector belongs to the phase space Ω1 defined by (1.4).
The main difficulty lies with the source term, which requires an adequate approxima-
tion. We propose to derive a relaxation scheme, a classical numerical approach widely
spread across the literature considering fluid flow simulations [1, 7–9, 17, 38]. After the
work of Jin-Xin [35] or Bouchut [13] (see also [4, 16, 19]), we propose to approximate
the weak solutions of (2.1) by the weak solutions of a suitable first order PDE system
with singular perturbations: the relaxation system. In order to make this strategy attrac-
tive, the relaxation system is generally designed to render the Riemann problem easily
solvable. However, according to the work of Coquel-Perthame [19] (for instance, see
also [4, 11]), most of the nonlinearities of the initial system, called relaxation equilibrium
system, must be preserved by the relaxation system to enforce accuracy of the resulting
numerical scheme.
After the work of Suliciu [43, 44] (see also [1, 7–9, 15, 17, 38] for several extensions),
we first propose to relax the thermodynamic pressure p. In this sense, we suggest sub-
stituting p by an approximation π governed by a suitable evolution law supplemented
by a relaxation source term. Such an evolution law can be deduced from the pressure
equation. After usual computations (for instance, see [28]), the pressure equation is
∂tp+u∂xp+ρc
2∂xu=0, (2.3)
where the sound speed c is defined as
c2=∂ρp(ρ,ǫ)+
p(ρ,ǫ)
ρ2
∂ǫp(ρ,ǫ)>0.
Let us underline that relation (2.3) does not depend on the gravitational potential φ. From
(2.3), we suggest the following evolution equation to govern the additional variable π:
∂tπ+u∂xπ+
a2
ρ
∂xu=
1
δ
(p−π). (2.4)
A sub-characteristic Whitham condition [50] will be considered later to fix the relax-
ation parameter a. The choice of a will be done to satisfy some robustness properties of
the scheme. The parameter δmust go to zero in order to enforce a relaxation equilibrium
limit characterized by π= p.
In addition, we propose to introduce a relaxation procedure to approximate the po-
tential φ. As a consequence, φ is replaced by the new variable ψ satisfying
∂tψ=
1
δ
(φ−ψ). (2.5)
6The suggested relaxation model is then given by

∂tρ+∂x (ρu)=0,
∂t (ρu)+∂x(ρu2+π)+ρ∂xψ=0,
∂t (ρE)+∂x((ρE+π)u)+ρu∂xψ=0,
∂tπ+u∂xπ+
a2
ρ ∂xu=
1
δ (p−π),
∂tψ=
1
δ (φ−ψ).
(2.6)
Let us emphasize that, in the limit of δ=0, at least formally, we have π= p and ψ=φ
and the evolution laws of the density, momentum and energy (ρ, ρu, and ρE, respectively)
in (2.6) are thus equivalent to those of (2.1).
For the sake of simplicity in the forthcoming developments, we introduce the con-
densed form of (2.6), i.e., the compact form of the relaxation system corresponding to
(2.2), as
∂tWδ+∂xFδ(Wδ)+Bδ(Wδ)∂xψ=
1
δ
Rδ(Wδ), (2.7)
which is written in terms of the relaxed variables given by
Wδ=(ρ,ρu,ρE,ρπ,ψ)
T ,
Fδ(Wδ)=
(
ρu,ρu2+π,(ρE+π)u,
(
ρπ+a2
)
u,0
)T
,
Bδ(Wδ)=(0,ρ,ρu,0,0)
T ,
Rδ(Wδ)=(0,0,0,ρ(p−π),φ−ψ)T .
The set of admissible relaxation state vectors is defined by
Ωδ=
{
Wδ∈R5; ρ>0, u∈R, ǫ=E− u
2
2
>0, π∈R, ψ∈R
}
,
where the density ρ and specific internal energy ǫ are positive and must remain positive
at all times to be physically meaningful.
3 The Riemann solutionWRδ
We present the solution of the Riemann problem for the relaxation model (2.6) with a
vanishing relaxation source term, i.e., δ = ∞. Simultaneously, relevant choices of the
parameter a will be specified to enforce a suitable positive preserving property.
First, we consider the algebra of system (2.6). We propose to introduce a change of
variables and use the state vector Vδ defined as
Vδ=(ρ,u,ǫ,π,ψ)
T .
Then, omitting the source term, (2.6) can be reformulated as
∂tVδ+Aδ(Vδ)∂xVδ=0, (3.1)
7where
Aδ(Vδ)=


u ρ 0 0 0
0 u 0 1/ρ 1
0 π/ρ u 0 0
0 a2/ρ 0 u 0
0 0 0 0 0

.
An easy computation gives µ0=0, µu1=µ
u
2 =u and µ
±=u±a/ρ as eigenvalues of the
above system. It is then clear that the relaxation system (3.1) involves a stationary wave.
Following the pioneering work of Greenberg-LeRoux [30,31], we introduce a source term
in the associated Riemann solver which naturally comes with a stationary wave (see also
[13]). With clear notation, the eigenvectors of Aδ(Vδ) are
r0 =
(
ρ2,−uρ,π,a2,(u2ρ2−a2)/ρ)T ,
ru1 = (1,0,0,0,0)
T ,
ru2 = (0,0,1,0,0)
T ,
r± =
(
ρ2,±a,π,a2,0)T ,
where ru1 and r
u
2 are the eigenvectors associated to the double eigenvalue u, from now on
denoted by µu. Using simple calculations, we deduce that all the characteristics fields of
(2.6) are linearly degenerate. We complete the algebra of system (2.6) by exhibiting the
Riemann invariants. Let us recall that the Riemann invariants, denoted I , associatedwith
the eigenvector r, are defined by∇I·r=0. After straightforward computations, with the
setting of π˜=π+a2/ρ and ǫ˜= ǫ−π2/(2a2), we find the Riemann Invariants across each
wave.
• Across the µ0-wave we have
I01 =ρu, I02 = π˜, I03 = ǫ˜, I04 =ψ+
u2
2
− a
2
2ρ2
. (3.2)
• Across the µu-wave we have
Iu1 =u, Iu2 =π, Iu3 =ψ. (3.3)
• Across the µ±-waves we have
I±1 =u±
a
ρ
, I±2 = π˜, I±3 = ǫ˜, I±4 =ψ. (3.4)
We introduce several notations for the sake of simplicity. We begin by recalling that
the specific volume τ is the reciprocal of the density, namely τ= 1/ρ. Thus, several of
8the quantities previously defined can be written in terms of τ instead of ρ. Additionally,
given two constants XL and XR, we define
[X] = XR−XL, (3.5)
X¯ =
XR+XL
2
. (3.6)
Now, we fix two admissible states,WLδ andW
R
δ , in Ωδ to define
W0δ(x)=
{
WLδ if x<0,
WRδ if x>0,
the initial data of the Riemann problem for system (2.6)δ=∞. Thus, we want to find the
solution to ∂tVδ+Aδ(Vδ)∂xVδ=0 with Riemann initial data
V0δ=
{
VL if x<0,
VR if x>0.
Since all eigenvalues are linearly degenerate, we can compute the exact solutionWRδ
to the Riemann problem, which has four wave speeds and three intermediate states.
To evaluate the intermediate constant states, recall that the Riemann invariants asso-
ciated with an eigenvector are continuous across the corresponding contact disconti-
nuity. The speeds of the stationary, contact, slowest and fastest waves are defined by
S0, SM, SL and SR, respectively.
The characterization of the solution is conditioned by the knowledge of the wave
ordering, which is not straightforward. By construction, the wave speeds are
S0=0, SL=uL−aτL, SR=uR+aτR. (3.7)
Since τL > 0 and τR > 0, we find that the difference SR−SL = uR−uL+a(τR+τL) is
positive as long as a is large enough. From a numerical point of view, the choice of the
parameter a is crucial since it governs (in a way to be defined) the numerical diffusion
involved in the scheme. As a consequence, choosing an a too large will produce a very
viscous scheme while choosing it too small will lead to an unstable scheme. As usual,
the parameter a cannot be smaller than the exact impedance Z=ρc involved in the initial
system (2.1) (see [7, 13, 16]).
Hence, since SR>SL for large enough values of a, the wave order problem comes from
the position of SR, SL and SM compared to the stationary wave S0. In order to cover all
possibilities, we set the wave speed
σ= u¯− [π]
2a
, (3.8)
which corresponds to the velocity in the intermediate region of the Suliciu relaxation
model used to approximate the Riemann solution of the Euler equations (see Bouchut
9[13], for instance). Thus, only four distinct cases are possible and they are studied below.
In all cases, one can easily recover the intermediate velocity σ by setting [ψ] = 0. Recall
that we consider only small values of [ψ], making this a valid approach to segregate Cases
2 and 3.
3.1 Case 1: SL>0
In this case, we suppose that the wave ordering is S0=0<SL<SM<SR. Thus, we search
for the exact Riemann solution having the following structure:
VL
S0
V∗L
SL
V∗∗L
SM
V∗R SR
VR
VL = ( τL, uL, π˜L, ǫ˜L, ψL )
T
V∗L = ( τ
∗
L , u
∗
L, π˜
∗
L, ǫ˜
∗
L, ψ
∗
L )
T
V∗∗L = ( τ
∗∗
L , u
∗∗
L , π˜
∗∗
L , ǫ˜
∗∗
L , ψ
∗∗
L )
T
V∗R = ( τ
∗
R, u
∗
R, π˜
∗
R, ǫ˜
∗
R, ψ
∗
R )
T
VR = ( τR, uR, π˜R, ǫ˜R, ψR )
T
The unknowns that compose this solution are then determined by considering the
system given by the continuity of the Riemann invariants (3.2)-(3.4) across each field.
Since the velocity and the quantity π are constant across SM, we have
SM=u
∗∗
L =u
∗
R, π
∗∗
L =π
∗
R, (3.9)
respectively. Additionally, we can easily derive the equalities ψR=ψ
∗
R=ψ
∗∗
L =ψ
∗
L and
π˜L= π˜
∗
L= π˜
∗∗
L , π˜R= π˜
∗
R, (3.10)
ǫ˜L= ǫ˜
∗
L= ǫ˜
∗∗
L , ǫ˜R= ǫ˜
∗
R. (3.11)
Across the S0-wave, we have the relations
uL/τL = u
∗
L/τ
∗
L , (3.12a)
ψL+
(uL)
2
2
− a
2
2
(τL)
2 = ψ∗L+
(u∗L)
2
2
− a
2
2
(τ∗L )
2. (3.12b)
Similarly, across the wave with speed SL, we have
u∗L−aτ∗L = u∗∗L −aτ∗∗L , (3.13)
and, across the SR-wave, we get
u∗R+aτ
∗
R = uR+aτR. (3.14)
From (3.12a), we obtain
u∗L=uL
τ∗L
τL
. (3.15)
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We substitute relations (3.15) and ψ∗L=ψR into equation (3.12b) to produce
(τ∗L )
2=(τL)
2− 2[ψ]
(uL/τL)2−a2 .
Since the specific volume τ∗L has to be positive, we derive the expression
τ∗L =τL
√
1− 2[ψ]
(uL)2−a2(τL)2 . (3.16)
Recall that π˜=π+a2τ. We express the right hand sides of (3.10) in terms of this quantity.
Thus, we obtain
π˜L=π
∗∗
L +a
2τ∗∗L and π˜R=π
∗
R+a
2τ∗R.
By performing algebraic manipulations on the above two equations and considering the
second equation in (3.9), we derive
τ∗R=τ
∗∗
L +
[π˜]
a2
. (3.17)
Substitution of u∗L from (3.15) into (3.13) gives
u∗∗L =(uL/τL−a)τ∗L+aτ∗∗L =SM, (3.18)
and use of the relation u∗R=uR+aτR−aτ∗R=SM derived from (3.14) leads to
τ∗∗L =
1
a
(uR+aτR−aτ∗R−(uL/τL−a)τ∗L ). (3.19)
Then, using (3.17) and (3.19), we deduce the values
τ∗∗L =
1
2a
(
SR−SL
√
1− 2[ψ]
(uL)2−a2(τL)2−
[π˜]
a
)
, (3.20)
τ∗R =
1
2a
(
SR−SL
√
1− 2[ψ]
(uL)2−a2(τL)2+
[π˜]
a
)
. (3.21)
We skip the computation for the other variables since they can be easily deduced from
one another. However, from (3.16), we can derive the necessary condition
[ψ]<
1
2
(
(uL)
2−a2(τL)2
)
, (3.22)
where (uL)
2−a2(τL)2>0 since SL>0, that is, uL+aτL>uL−aτL>0. Additionally, in order
for τ∗∗L and τ
∗
R to be positive, the following condition must be satisfied:
|[π˜]|< a
(
SR−SL
√
1− 2[ψ]
(uL)2−a2(τL)2
)
.
If the previous condition is not satisfied, to avoid the appearance of vacuum, we de-
cide to degenerate the SL-wave by choosing a larger value of a such that SL<0<SR, σ>0
and, therefore, switch to Case 2.
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3.2 Case 2: SL<0<SR, σ>0
Assume that the exact solution follows the wave ordering given by SL < S0< SM < SR,
which implies looking for the exact Riemann solution of the form:
VL
SL
V∗L
S0
V∗∗L
SM
V∗R SR
VR
VL = ( τL, uL, π˜L, ǫ˜L, ψL )
T
V∗L = ( τ
∗
L , u
∗
L, π˜
∗
L, ǫ˜
∗
L, ψ
∗
L )
T
V∗∗L = ( τ
∗∗
L , u
∗∗
L , π˜
∗∗
L , ǫ˜
∗∗
L , ψ
∗∗
L )
T
V∗R = ( τ
∗
R, u
∗
R, π˜
∗
R, ǫ˜
∗
R, ψ
∗
R )
T
VR = ( τR, uR, π˜R, ǫ˜R, ψR )
T
Once again, using the continuity of the Riemann invariants (3.2)-(3.4) across each
field, we obtain
uL−aτL = u∗L−aτ∗L , (3.23a)
u∗L/τ
∗
L = u
∗∗
L /τ
∗∗
L , (3.23b)
ψ∗L+
(u∗L)
2
2
− a
2
2
(τ∗L )
2 = ψ∗∗L +
(u∗∗L )
2
2
− a
2
2
(τ∗∗L )
2, (3.23c)
u∗R+aτ
∗
R = uR+aτR. (3.23d)
Since the velocity and π are constant across SM, we have
SM=u
∗∗
L =u
∗
R, π
∗∗
L =π
∗
R. (3.24)
Additionally, we can easily derive the equalities
ψR=ψ
∗
R=ψ
∗∗
L , ψL=ψ
∗
L, (3.25)
π˜L= π˜
∗
L= π˜
∗∗
L , π˜R= π˜
∗
R, (3.26)
ǫ˜L= ǫ˜
∗
L= ǫ˜
∗∗
L , ǫ˜R= ǫ˜
∗
R. (3.27)
By using equation (3.23b), we solve for the velocity u∗L as
u∗L=u
∗∗
L
τ∗L
τ∗∗L
. (3.28)
Direct substitution of relations (3.28), ψ∗L=ψL and ψ
∗∗
L =ψR into equation (3.23c) yields(
τ∗L
τ∗∗L
)2
=1+
2[ψ]
(u∗∗L )2−a2(τ∗∗L )2
. (3.29)
From (3.23a) and (3.28), we get
τ∗L
τ∗∗L
=
uL−aτL
u∗∗L −aτ∗∗L
. (3.30)
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By expanding the right hand sides of (3.26), recalling that π˜=π+a2τ, we obtain
π˜L=π
∗∗
L +a
2τ∗∗L and π˜R=π
∗
R+a
2τ∗R.
We perform algebraic manipulations on the above two equations and use the second
equation in (3.24). Thus, we derive
τ∗R=τ
∗∗
L +
[π˜]
a2
, (3.31)
which we can substitute into equation (3.23d) to obtain
u∗∗L =u
∗
R=α−aτ∗∗L , (3.32)
with
α=SR− [π˜]
a
.
Substitution of relations (3.32) and (3.30) into (3.29) gives the second order polynomial
(α−2aτ∗∗L )2+
2[ψ]
α
(α−2aτ∗∗L )−(SL)2=0, (3.33)
which has two real roots. Thus, we find
τ∗∗L =
1
2a

α+ [ψ]
α
±
√(
[ψ]
α
)2
+(SL)2

. (3.34)
The suitable root is chosen by considering physical criteria. Recall that the specific
volume τ∗∗L has to be a positive quantity. Therefore, we select the solution capable of
restoring the Riemann solution to the Suliciu model as [ψ] tends to zero. Hence,
τ∗∗L =
1
2a

α+ [ψ]
α
+
√(
[ψ]
α
)2
+(SL)2

, (3.35)
and
τ∗R=
1
2a

(SR+ [π˜]
a
)
+
[ψ]
α
+
√(
[ψ]
α
)2
+(SL)2

. (3.36)
Direct substitution of τ∗∗L into (3.32) leads to
SM=
1
2

α− [ψ]
α
−
√(
[ψ]
α
)2
+(SL)2

. (3.37)
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Now, we verify that if α is large enough such that |[ψ]|<< |α|, then the value of the speed
SM is approximately
1
2
(α−|SL|)= 1
2
(
uL+uR− [π]
a
)
=σ. (3.38)
By performing steps similar to the ones used to find τ∗∗L , we find the second order poly-
nomial
(SL+2aτ
∗
L )
2− 2[ψ]
SL
(SL+2aτ
∗
L )−α2=0, (3.39)
which is used to obtain an expression for τ∗L . After some algebraic manipulations, we get
τ∗L =
1
2a

−SL+ [ψ]
SL
+sgn(α)
√(
[ψ]
SL
)2
+α2

. (3.40)
Again, we omit the computation for the remaining unknowns since they can be easily
deduced from one another.
3.3 Case 3: SL<0<SR, σ<0
In this case, we assume that the wave ordering is SL<SM<S0<SR, and we look for the
exact Riemann solution having the structure:
VL
SL
V∗L
SM
V∗∗R
S0
V∗R
SR
VR
VL = ( τL, uL, π˜L, ǫ˜L, ψL )
T
V∗L = ( τ
∗
L , u
∗
L, π˜
∗
L, ǫ˜
∗
L, ψ
∗
L )
T
V∗∗R = ( τ
∗∗
R , u
∗∗
R , π˜
∗∗
R , ǫ˜
∗∗
R , ψ
∗∗
R )
T
V∗R = ( τ
∗
R, u
∗
R, π˜
∗
R, ǫ˜
∗
R, ψ
∗
R )
T
VR = ( τR, uR, π˜R, ǫ˜R, ψR )
T
The continuity of the Riemann invariants (3.2)-(3.4) across the linearly degenerate
fields reads
uL−aτL = u∗L−aτ∗L , (3.41a)
u∗R/τ
∗
R = u
∗∗
R /τ
∗∗
R , (3.41b)
ψ∗R+
(u∗R)
2
2
− a
2
2
(τ∗R)
2 = ψ∗∗R +
(u∗∗R )
2
2
− a
2
2
(τ∗∗R )
2, (3.41c)
u∗R+aτ
∗
R = uR+aτR. (3.41d)
Across the wave with speed SM, we have
SM=u
∗∗
R =u
∗
L, π
∗∗
R =π
∗
L. (3.42)
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In addition, we also derive the equalities
ψL=ψ
∗
L=ψ
∗∗
R , ψR=ψ
∗
R, (3.43)
π˜R= π˜
∗
R= π˜
∗∗
R , π˜L= π˜
∗
L, (3.44)
ǫ˜R= ǫ˜
∗
R= ǫ˜
∗∗
R , ǫ˜L= ǫ˜
∗
L. (3.45)
In order to find the solution for this case, we use a methodology similar to the one pre-
sented in Case 2 and derive the specific volumes
τ∗R =
1
2a

SR+ [ψ]
SR
−sgn(β)
√(
[ψ]
SR
)2
+β2

, (3.46)
τ∗∗R =
1
2a

−β+ [ψ]
β
+
√(
[ψ]
β
)2
+(SR)2

, (3.47)
τ∗L =
1
2a

−(SL+ [π˜]
a
)
+
[ψ]
β
+
√(
[ψ]
β
)2
+(SR)2

, (3.48)
with
β=SL− [π˜]
a
.
We omit the computation for the remaining unknowns, which easily follows from the
relations defined in (3.41)-(3.45). However, due to its importance, we give the solution
for SM=u
∗∗
R =u
∗
L, with u
∗
L=SL+aτ
∗
L . Thus,
SM=
1
2

β + [ψ]
β
+
√(
[ψ]
β
)2
+(SR)2

. (3.49)
If β is large enough such that |[ψ]|<< |β|, then the value of SM is approximately
1
2
(β+|SR|)= 1
2
(
uL+uR− [π]
a
)
, (3.50)
and consequently, one recovers the speed σ, as defined in equation (3.8).
3.4 Case 4: SR<0
Suppose that the exact solution follows the wave ordering SL< SM< SR< S0= 0 and is
composed of five constant states: VL, V
∗
L, V
∗∗
R , V
∗
R, and VR.
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VL
SL V
∗
L
SM
V∗∗R
SR
V∗R
S0
VR
VL = ( τL, uL, π˜L, ǫ˜L, ψL )
T
V∗L = ( τ
∗
L , u
∗
L, π˜
∗
L, ǫ˜
∗
L, ψ
∗
L )
T
V∗∗R = ( τ
∗∗
R , u
∗∗
R , π˜
∗∗
R , ǫ˜
∗∗
R , ψ
∗∗
R )
T
V∗R = ( τ
∗
R, u
∗
R, π˜
∗
R, ǫ˜
∗
R, ψ
∗
R )
T
VR = ( τR, uR, π˜R, ǫ˜R, ψR )
T
By means of the trivial Riemann invariants, we search for the Riemann solution hav-
ing the structure presented above. Across SM, we have
SM=u
∗∗
R =u
∗
L, π
∗∗
R =π
∗
L. (3.51)
We also derive the equalities ψL=ψ
∗
L=ψ
∗∗
R =ψ
∗
R and
π˜R= π˜
∗
R= π˜
∗∗
R , π˜L= π˜
∗
L, (3.52)
ǫ˜R= ǫ˜
∗
R= ǫ˜
∗∗
R , ǫ˜L= ǫ˜
∗
L. (3.53)
Additionally, we have the relations
uL−aτL = u∗L−aτ∗L , (3.54a)
uR/τR = u
∗
R/τ
∗
R, (3.54b)
ψR+
(uR)
2
2
− a
2
2
(τR)
2 = ψ∗R+
(u∗R)
2
2
− a
2
2
(τ∗R)
2, (3.54c)
u∗R+aτ
∗
R = u
∗∗
R +aτ
∗∗
R . (3.54d)
Using an approach similar to the one presented in Case 1, we derive the values for the
following specific volumes:
τ∗R = τR
√
1+
2[ψ]
(uR)2−a2(τR)2 , (3.55)
τ∗∗R =
1
2a
(
−SL+SR
√
1+
2[ψ]
(uR)2−a2(τR)2+
[π˜]
a
)
, (3.56)
τ∗L =
1
2a
(
−SL+SR
√
1+
2[ψ]
(uR)2−a2(τR)2−
[π˜]
a
)
. (3.57)
Again, we decide to skip the computation for the other variables since they can be easily
deduced from one another. However, from (3.55), we derive the necessary condition
[ψ]>−1
2
(
(uR)
2−a2(τR)2
)
. (3.58)
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In this case, recall that SR < 0. Therefore, uR−aτR < uR+aτR < 0 and the quantity
(uR)
2−a2(τR)2 is strictly positive. Now, for τ∗∗R and τ∗L to be positive specific volumes,
we must satisfy the following condition:
|[π˜]|< a
(
−SL+SR
√
1+
2[ψ]
(uR)2−a2(τR)2
)
.
If the previous condition is not satisfied, in order to avoid the appearance of vacuum,
we decide to degenerate the SR-wave by choosing a larger value of a such that we can
switch to Case 3.
Remarks
Summarizing the necessary conditions from Cases 2 and 3, we obtain
|[ψ]|<min(|α|,|β|) .
In addition, from Cases 1 and 4, we have
|[ψ]|< 1
2
min
(
(uR)
2−a2(τR)2, (uL)2−a2(τL)2
)
.
Thus, we confirm that the solver is robust for small values of [ψ].
4 1-D relaxation scheme
Based on the relaxation model (2.6), we present the numerical procedure used to approx-
imate the solution of (2.1). We consider uniform space meshes of size ∆x=xi+1/2−xi−1/2
for i∈Z. The time increment is given by ∆t and we note tn+1= tn+∆t for n in N.
As mentioned in Section 2, we suppose for the moment that for each time step tn, the
approximate potential φh is known. Hence,
φh(x,tn)=φni if x∈
(
xi− 12 ,xi+ 12
)
. (4.1)
At time t=0, the initial data is given by
W0i =
1
∆x
∫ x
i+ 12
x
i− 12
W0(x)dx, (4.2)
where W0(x) is the initial data function defined in (1.5). Additionally, at time tn, we
assume that a piecewise constant approximate solution, denoted by Wh(x,tn), is known
and defined by
Wh(x,tn)=Wni if x∈
(
xi− 12 ,xi+ 12
)
. (4.3)
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4.1 Two-step splitting technique
The obtained approximations are evolved in time using a two-step splitting technique,
which will be described in detail subsequently.
4.1.1 First step: evolution in time
During the first step, the time evolution is obtained considering the relaxation model (2.6)
but omitting the source term, i.e., δ=∞. More specifically, for all 0< t<∆t, we look for
the weak solutionsWhδ(x,t
n+t) of the Cauchy problem
∂tWδ+∂xFδ(Wδ)+Bδ(Wδ)∂xψ=0, (4.4)
subject to initial dataWhδ(x,t
n) given by
Whδ(x,t
n) = (Wδ)
n
i if x∈
(
xi− 12 ,xi+ 12
)
(4.5)
= (ρni , (ρu)
n
i , (ρE)
n
i , (ρπ)
n
i =ρ
n
i p
n
i , ψ
n
i =φ
n
i ). (4.6)
We note that this initial data coincides with a relaxation equilibrium state since we have
enforced πni = p
n
i and ψ
n
i =φ
n
i .
The solution Whδ(x,t
n+t) of the above Cauchy problem (4.4)-(4.5) is composed of
the juxtaposition of the non-interacting Riemann problem solutions set at each interface
xi+1/2 for i∈Z and for all 0< t<∆t, with ∆t small enough such that it satisfies the fol-
lowing CFL like condition:
∆t
∆x
max
i∈Z
(
|µ−
i+ 12
|,|µ+
i− 12
|
)
≤ 1
2
, (4.7)
where the pair (µ−i+1/2,µ
+
i+1/2) describes the slowest and fastest wave speeds, respectively.
The description and details of these waves is given in Section 3.
For the sake of clarity in the notations, we denote by WRδ ( xt ;WLδ ,WRδ ) the Riemann
solution associated with (4.4) where the initial data at time tn is given by two constant
statesWLδ andW
R
δ separated by a discontinuity located at xi+ 12
. Consequently, we have
Whδ(x,t
n+t)=WRδ
( x−xi+ 12
t
;(Wδ)
n
i ,(Wδ)
n
i+1
)
, x∈ (xi,xi+1), 0< t<∆t,
where the explicit form of WRδ is described in Section 3. The projection of this solution
over the piecewise constant functions reads
(Wδ)
n+1,−
i =
1
∆x
∫ x
i+ 12
x
i− 12
Whδ (x,t
n+∆t)dx
=
1
∆x
∫ xi
x
i− 12
WRδ
( x−xi− 12
∆t
;(Wδ)
n
i−1,(Wδ)
n
i
)
dx
+
1
∆x
∫ x
i+ 12
xi
WRδ
( x−xi+ 12
∆t
;(Wδ)
n
i ,(Wδ)
n
i+1
)
dx.
(4.8)
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Let us note that the standard conservative flux balance cannot be reached in the present
work because of the potential source term. However, an easy extension of thewell-known
formalism introduced by Harten, Lax and van Leer [32] gives
(Wδ)
n+1,−
i =(Wδ)
n
i −
∆t
∆x
(
FLδ ((Wδ)
n
i ,(Wδ)
n
i+1)−FRδ ((Wδ)ni−1,(Wδ)ni )
)
, (4.9)
where
FLδ ((Wδ)
n
i ,(Wδ)
n
i+1)=Fδ((Wδ)
n
i )
− 1
∆t
∫ x
i+ 12
xi
(
WRδ
( x−xi+ 12
∆t
;(Wδ)
n
i ,(Wδ)
n
i+1
)
−(Wδ)ni
)
dx,
(4.10)
FRδ ((Wδ)
n
i ,(Wδ)
n
i+1)=Fδ((Wδ)
n
i+1)
+
1
∆t
∫ xi+1
x
i+ 12
(
WRδ
( x−xi+ 12
∆t
;(Wδ)
n
i ,(Wδ)
n
i+1
)
−(Wδ)ni+1
)
dx.
(4.11)
4.1.2 Second step: relaxation
During the second step of the scheme, the following system is solved:
∂tWδ=
1
δ
Rδ(Wδ), (4.12)
where the initial data is defined by the piecewise constant approximation (Wδ)
n+1,−
i . As
δ tends to zero, the updated approximate equilibrium solutionWn+1i , ∀i∈Z, is given by
Wn+1i =
(
ρn+1,−i ,(ρu)
n+1,−
i ,(ρE)
n+1,−
i
)T
, (4.13)
and we set πn+1i = p
n+1
i and ψ
n+1
i =φ
n+1
i so that a relaxation equilibrium is reached.
4.2 Remarks and summary
The description of the numerical scheme to approximate the solutions to subsystem (2.1)
is complete once the relaxation parameter a is correctly characterized. Concerning this
parameter, introduced in equation (2.4), let us note that it can be chosen locally at the
interfaces since at each interface xi+1/2, the Riemann solution depends not only on the
left and right states (Wδ)
n
i and (Wδ)
n
i+1, but also on the parameter a. Therefore, this
constant a := ai+1/2 must be fixed according to the robustness conditions described in
Section 3.
Now, involving the usual framework of the finite volume methods, the proposed
relaxation scheme is summarized below:
Wn+1i =W
n
i −
∆t
∆x
(
FL,n
i+ 12
−FR,n
i− 12
)
, (4.14)
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where
FL,n
i+ 12
=FLδ (Wδ(W
n
i ),Wδ(W
n
i+1)), (4.15)
FR,n
i+ 12
=FRδ (Wδ(W
n
i ),Wδ(W
n
i+1)), (4.16)
with Wδ(W
n
i )= (Wδ)
n
i defined according to the relaxation equilibrium, i.e., π
n
i = p
n
i and
ψni =φ
n
i . Indeed, considering the projection step and the relaxation system solution, the
numerical fluxes can be written as functions of the relaxation equilibrium states
FL,n
i+ 12
=FL,n
i+ 12
(ρni ,u
n
i , (ρE)
n
i , φ
n
i , ρ
n
i+1,u
n
i+1, (ρE)
n
i+1, φ
n
i+1), (4.17)
FR,n
i+ 12
=FR,n
i+ 12
(ρni ,u
n
i , (ρE)
n
i , φ
n
i , ρ
n
i+1,u
n
i+1, (ρE)
n
i+1, φ
n
i+1). (4.18)
Let us remark that we kept the notation Fα,ni+1/2, with α= L or R, for the fluctuations
since the numerical scheme is not conservative. In fact, the nonconservative operator,
coming from B(W)∂xφ in (2.2), is null except at the interfaces xi+1/2 (i∈Z) because of the
evolution equation (2.5) that governs the relaxation potential. In Section 3, we clearly see
that the continuity of the flux function is lost across any interface.
Finally, we proceed to remark that the above presented scheme assumes the approx-
imate potential at time tn to be known, as mentioned at the beginning of this section.
This comes from the fact that, as explained in Section 1, we use an operator splitting
approach to decompose system (1.2) into two subsystems (1.7) and (1.8). Hence, in the
one-dimensional case being considered, once we obtain the approximate solution Wn+1i
by means of (4.14), we use ρn+1i to solve the Poisson equation and thus obtain φ
n+1
i . We
recall that the one-dimensional Poisson equation is
∂xxφ=4πGρ, (4.19)
and it can be discretized by means of a classical second-order finite difference approach
which yields a tridiagonal matrix. There are numerous ways of solving the resulting
matrix equation that can be categorized into direct and iterative methods.
5 Numerical results
The purpose of this section is to illustrate the interest of the proposed relaxation solver
for the Euler-Poisson model. In order to address numerical issues, several astrophysical
tests are performed. In the first two, we consider a fluid subject to a constant external
gravitational field. In the third test, the Lane-Emden equation [36], which describes the
hydrostatic equilibrium of a self-gravitating star.
For the problems involving hydrostatic equilibrium flows, the proposed relaxation
scheme is compared with a standard fractional step splitting method. This approach
also consists on treating subsystems (1.7) and (1.8) individually, with the sole difference
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being that for the former subsystem, one alternates between solving the Euler equations
without source terms
∂tW+∇·F(W)=0, (5.1)
and the ordinary differential equation
∂tW=−B(W)∇φ, (5.2)
for each time step. Hence, we avoid the necessity of directly incorporating the source
terms inside the solver, making this approach quite simple. Hereafter, we will refer to
this splitting method as the standard method.
5.1 1-D Equilibrium flow
Let us consider a 1-D equilibrium flow. In this case, we neglect the gravitational interac-
tions between particles and suppose that they are subject to a uniform gravitational field.
Therefore, we define the gravitational potential φ= gx, with constant g>0. We suppose
that the fluid is governed by an isentropic equation of state p= c2ρ, where c is a non-zero
constant. Under this assumption, the hydrostatic equilibrium flow satisfies ∂xp=−ρg
and we deduce the density as a function of position
ρeq(x)=ρ(0)e
−gx/c2 . (5.3)
From this relation, we can define the characteristic scales associated to this experiment:
the gravitational length Lre f = c
2/g and time Tre f =
√
Lre f/g.
In order to illustrate the accuracy of the proposed method, we propose to compute
this equilibrium flow and perform an error analysis in the L2 norm. In this context, we
set c=1m.s−1, L=1m and g=10m.s−2. The characteristic scales are then Lre f =0.1m and
Tre f ≈ 0.316s. Hence, we consider meshes with L≥ Lre f and run the experiment a suffi-
ciently long time T=50s>100Tre f . The CFL number is chosen as 0.5. At the initial time,
the density is set according to (5.3) with ρ(0)=10. Additionally, we have homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions for the velocity and non-homogeneous Neumann bound-
ary conditions for the other variables, which are set to ensure the hydrostatic equilibrium.
Figure 1 displays the L2 error of the estimated density compared to the analytical
solution (5.3) for different mesh sizes ∆x in a log-log scale. The slope of the error gives
the order of accuracy of the method. Using the least squares method, we obtain a linear
fit y=0.9556x+0.8632 and thus, the method’s order is approximately 0.96.
On the left in Figure 2, we plot the logarithm of the L2 error versus time for 1000 grid
points. We can observe that the L2 error grows exponentially for a short time and then
stabilizes itself, and this holds true for bothmethods being compared. However, the error
for the relaxation method is considerably smaller than the one for the standard method.
Additionally, the evolution in time of the L2 norm of the velocity, in logarithmic scale, is
shown on the right in Figure 2 and one can observe that the velocity field is far lower for
the relaxation method. The relaxation scheme clearly enables a better approximation of
the equilibrium solution (5.3).
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Figure 1: Accuracy of the relaxation method in the case of an equilibrium flow under constant gravitational
field and with a fluid governed by an isentropic equation of state.
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Figure 2: Results in logarithmic scale of the L2 error (left) and L2 norm of the velocity (right), as functions of
time t, for Test 5.1 with 1000 grid points. Solid line: relaxation method proposed in this paper; Dashed line:
standard method. Since the same half CFL condition (4.7) is used, the total number of time steps for both
methods is of the same order of magnitude, specifically, 1.001×105 and 1.006×105 steps for the relaxation and
standard methods, respectively.
5.2 Rayleigh Taylor instability
In this section, we propose to validate the proposed method with a Rayleigh Taylor in-
stability occurring as a consequence of a heavy fluid driven into a lighter one under the
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acceleration of a gravitational field. Initially, an unstable interface separates the fluids
with different densities.
We carry out this experiment in the two-dimensional plane approximation (transla-
tional invariance along the z-axis). The derived 1-D numerical method given by (4.14) is
easily extended to consider 2-D simulations. As is usual, we suggest
Wn+1ij =W
n
ij−
∆t
∆x
(
FL,n
i+ 12
−FR,n
i− 12
)
− ∆t
∆y
(
GL,n
j+ 12
−GR,n
j− 12
)
,
where GL,nj+1/2 and G
R,n
j+1/2 are the numerical flux functions in the y-direction. We empha-
size that the 2D Euler-Poisson extension is standard and does not involve difficulties in
its derivation.
The two-dimensional computational domain is set to Lx = 4m and Ly = 1m and the
gravity in the x-direction to g=−1.0m.s−2. The domain contains a gas governed by an
ideal gas equation of state p=(γ−1)ρǫ, with γ= 1.4. The gas densities to the right and
left of the interface are ρL = 1kg.m
−3 and ρR = 2kg.m−3, respectively. The shape of the
discontinuity or interface is given by x= 12Lx
(
1− 110cos(( yLy − 12)π)
)
.
First, this unsteady problem with imposed reflecting boundary conditions is run,
using a CFL factor of 0.5, on a coarse and on a fine grid, composed of 600×150 and
4000×1000 points, respectively. The results are displayed in Figure 3. A graphical com-
parison indicates that a more accurate solution is obtained using the finer grid.
(a) 600×150 points (b) 4000×1000 points
Figure 3: Rayleigh Taylor instability computed with the relaxation scheme proposed in this paper in a 2D
computational domain. The results are given at times t= 2.4s,4.0s,5.6s,7.2s.
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Additionally, given that approximately first-order scheme is too diffusive, we per-
form another computation with the relaxation scheme associated with a second-order
space method based on a MUSCL reconstruction used in [47,48] associated with four dif-
ferent limiters: minmod [42], van Leer [46], superbee [42], and the positivity preserving
limiter [5,6,45]. We use the coarse mesh composed of 600×150 points to show the results
in Figure 4. Visually, the positivity preserving limiter is the less diffusive for this particu-
lar experiment and clearly more accurate than the first-order scheme on a fine grid.
In all experiments, along the evolution, we obtain the formation of a mushroom cap
and the developing of side rolls, as expected. In general, we observe that the Rayleigh
Taylor instability has been successfully reproduced.
5.3 1-D Equilibrium: Lane-Emden equation
We propose to compute the state of a self gravitational fluid at equilibrium and governed
by a polytropic equation of state. In this context, equations (1.1) are rewritten in spherical
coordinates (r,θ,ϕ) and we assume rotational invariance around the axes eϕ and eθ . The
system reduces to 

∂t(ρ)+
1
r2
∂r(r2ρur)=0,
∂t(ρur)+
1
r2
∂r(r2ρu2r )+∂r(p)+ρ∂r(φ)=0,
1
r2
∂r
(
r2∂rφ
)
=4πGρ.
(5.4)
The polytropic equation of state that governs the gas is given by
p=κργ=κρ1+
1
n ,
where κ is the polytropic constant, γ the adiabatic exponent and n the polytropic index.
In this context, the 1-D equilibrium flows have been characterized by the Lane-Emden
equation [36], which will be derived now. First, assuming the fluid to be at hydrostatic
equilibrium (∂t=0 and ur=0), system (5.4) becomes{
∂r(p)=−ρ∂r(φ),
1
r2
∂r
(
r2∂r(φ)
)
=4πGρ.
Combining the momentum equation and the polytropic relation we obtain, after space
integration, a relation that links the fluid density to the potential
ρ=
( −φ
(n+1)κ
)n
.
Using the Poisson equation, we find the following second order ordinary differential
equation for the potential:
∂2r (φ)+
2
r
∂r(φ)=4πG
( −φ
(n+1)κ
)n
. (5.5)
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(a) Minmod limiter (b) Van Leer limiter
(c) Superbee limiter (d) Positivity preserving limiter
Figure 4: Rayleigh Taylor instability computed with a MUSCL-type second-order extension of the relaxation
scheme proposed in this paper using different limiters. The computations are performed with 600×150 points
and the results are given at times t= 2.4s,4.0s,5.6s,7.2s.
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Defining
z=Ar, w=
φ
φc
=
(
ρ
ρc
) 1
n
,
A2=
4πG
(n+1)nκn
(−φc)n−1= 4πG
(n+1)κ
(ρc)
n−1
n ,
with φc and ρc being the potential and the density at the center of the domain, respec-
tively, the differential equation (5.5) becomes the Lane-Emden equation [36]
1
z2
∂z
(
z2∂zw
)
+wn=0. (5.6)
We are only concerned with solutions to the ordinary differential equation (5.6) that are
finite at the center z=0. Hence, we assume that w(z,n) is a solution that fulfils the central
boundary conditions w(0,n)=1 and ∂zw(0,n)=0. Additionally, for n=0,1,5, we have
w(z,n=0)=1− z
2
6
, w(z,n=1)=
sin(z)
z
, w(z,n=5)=
1√
1+z2/3
.
We propose to validate the relaxation method with a polytropic gas of index n=1. In or-
der to reproduce this experiment, the numerical codes must be extended to the spherical
finite volume formulation. For this, we propose to integrate the system over the space-
time domain Vi×Tn, where Vi= [ri−1/2,ri+1/2]×[0,π]×[0,2π] and Tn = [tn,tn+1]. Using
the elementary volume expression dv= r2sinθdrdθdϕ, we integrate the time differential
terms using a finite volume approach and obtain∫
Vi
∫
Ti
∂t(ρ)dtdv=
∫
Vi
(ρ(x,tn+1)−ρ(x,tn))dv= |Vi|(ρn+1i −ρni ),∫
Vi
∫
Ti
∂t(ρur)dtdv= |Vi |
(
(ρur)
n+1
i −(ρur)ni
)
,
where the volume of a cell is |Vi|=4π(r3i+1/2−r3i−1/2)/3. The integration of the divergence
terms gives∫
Ti
∫
Vi
1
r2
∂r(r
2ρur)dvdt = 4π
∫
Ti
∫ ri+1/2
ri−1/2
∂r(r
2ρur)drdt
= 4π∆t
(
r2i+1/2(ρur)
L
i+1/2−r2i−1/2(ρur)Ri−1/2
)
,
and ∫
Ti
∫
Vi
1
r2
∂r(r
2ρu2r )dvdt = 4π∆t
(
r2i+1/2(ρu
2
r )
L
i+1/2−r2i−1/2(ρu2r )Ri−1/2
)
,
with (ρu)L,Ri+1/2 already defined for the relations (4.10)-(4.11). For the gradient terms, we
note that ρ∂r(φ)=0 over the integration domain Vi and we obtain∫
Ti
∫
Vi
∂r(p)+ρ∂r(φ)dvdt=4πr
2
i
∫
Ti
∫ ri+1/2
ri−1/2
∂r(p)drdt,
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while
4πr2i
∫
Ti
∫ ri+1/2
ri−1/2
∂r(p)drdt=4πr
2
i ∆t
(
(p)Li+1/2−(p)Ri−1/2
)
.
The numerical scheme associated with system (5.4) and with the relaxation method pro-
posed in this paper is thus given by

ρn+1i −ρni
∆t
+
3r2i+1/2(ρur)
L
i+1/2−3r2i−1/2(ρur)Ri−1/2
r3i+1/2−r3i−1/2
=0,
(ρur)
n+1
i −(ρur)ni
∆t
+3
r2i+1/2(ρu
2
r )
L
i+1/2−r2i−1/2(ρu2r )Ri−1/2+r2i
(
(p)Li+1/2−(p)Ri−1/2
)
r3i+1/2−r3i−1/2
=0.
(5.7)
For the Poisson equation, we propose an implicit scheme deduced from the integration
over the volume Vi for which we obtain
3r2i+1/2
(r3i+1/2−r3i−1/2)∆r
φn+1i+1 −
3(r2i+1/2+r
2
i−1/2)
(r3i+1/2−r3i−1/2)∆r
φn+1i +
3r2i−1/2
(r3i+1/2−r3i−1/2)∆r
φn+1i−1 =4πGρ
n
i .
(5.8)
To illustrate the accuracy of the relaxation scheme, we solve the Poisson equation with a
standard LU method at each time step since efficiency is not required at the present time.
In order to make numerical comparisons, the standard method is introduced. The
first step is devoted to the resolution of system (5.4) with ∂r(φ)=0 by using the proposed
relaxation scheme in the spherical formulation (5.7). In the second step, we solve the
following system: 

∂t(ρ)=0,
∂t(ρur)+ρ∂r(φ)=0,
1
r2
∂r
(
r2∂rφ
)
=4πGρ.
As a numerical test, we consider a polytropic gas governed by p= κρ1+1/n with the
polytropic constant κ=1000 and index n=1. The size of the experimental domain is [0,Lr]
with Lr= 6.0×105m. At the center of the domain, we impose ρc= 10kg.m−3. We set the
number of points to 100 and the final time of the experiment to 1.0×107 s. The density
approximation is displayed in Figure 5.
Additionally, we observe the parasitic currents evolution during the calculation. For
this, we plot the evolution in time of the L2 norm of the velocity, in logarithmic scale,
(Figure 6). The velocity field is far lower for the relaxation method than for the standard
method, i.e., for the relaxation scheme, we have an approximate residual velocity of 0.01
and for the standard scheme, we get approximately 0.3. The relaxation scheme enables
a better approximation of equilibrium solutions because it generates very low parasitic
currents.
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Figure 5: Numerical densities for Test 5.3 obtained by the relaxation and standard methods, compared to the
exact solution ρ(r)=10∗sin(z)/(z) with z=Ar. The total number of time steps required for this simulation is
approximately 1.065×107 steps for both methods.
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Figure 6: L2 norm of the velocity for Test 5.3, in logarithmic scale, as a function of time t, with 100 grid points.
Solid line: relaxation method proposed in this paper; Dashed line: standard method.
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6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have derived a Suliciu-type relaxation solver to approximate the solu-
tions to the Euler-Poisson system. In view of astrophysical simulations, the asymptotic
regime of self gravitational equilibrium flowsmust be preserved. Although several mod-
els have been developed for this specific problem [21, 22], they become far too complex
in 3-D or when an implicit formulation is required. We have presented here a simpler
numerical scheme based on a Godunov-type solver deduced from a relaxation system to
resolve accurately steady equilibrium flows. We proved the accuracy of our relaxation
method on an equilibrium flow under constant gravitational forces. Then, we proposed
the numerical simulation of a Rayleigh Taylor instability, an unsteady problem, which
was successfully reproduced by the proposed numerical scheme. Finally, we reconsid-
ered our scheme in spherical coordinates in order to recover precisely the solution of
the Lane-Emden equation. Future work will be devoted to a well-balanced time implicit
formulation of the method and simulations of 3-D astrophysical problems.
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